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INTERVALS BY HANA BEAMAN AND LEANNE PELOSI 
Tired of always having to tag along and never being priority for any 

shot, Hana Beaman decided it was time to stand her ground and kicked 

women’s backcountry snowboarding is right up there with the guys’. 

have produced an epic film and we order every true snowboarder to 

Hana herself, you can expect some heavy hitting and powder in almost 

every single shot of the entire movie - probably more powder than 

we’ve seen in our whole lives infact, let alone any girls’ video! The 

absolute must-watch of the season – we’d give an arm to be able to ride 

Watch the full movie on 

coolermag.com/tag/issue-40

The best in female riding we’ve seen so far, 

with amazing pillow lines, gnarly jibbing and 

huuuge jumps

AND THE 
AWARD 
GOES TO...

It may be a touch too early still for most of 

us to get out and ride, but that’s no excuse 

for not getting amped on the upcoming 

season and the incredible female riding 

skills on display. Anna Langer goes 

goggle-eyed (and open mouthed) at the 

new film releases, picking out her must-

sees, her most inspiring sections and her 

‘must-try-harder’ movies.

*****
MUST 

WATCH
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*APPARENTLY IT’S ABOUT 
SNOWBOARDING BUT WE 

FELL ASLEEP

**GREAT IF YOU’VE SEEN 
EVERYTHING ELSE

***ONE FOR THE PURISTS 

****OH YEAH, NOW WE’RE 
TALKING. WHERE’D WE PUT 

OUR BOARDS?

*****STOP READING THIS AND 
GO WATCH IT! NOW!

WANDERLUST BY ROXY X PEEPSHOW

legendary Roxy podcasts, there wasn’t really any other way for this movie 

than to turn out than as a proper banger. And despite having only seen the 

very first episode, featuring the least known of the famous shred squad 

haven’t been able to stop thinking about the white gold ever since. 

Watch all episodes on coolermag.com/ 

tag/wanderlust

More powder, amazing trips and cool locations 

than you will see all winter!

FURTHER BY TETON GRAVITY WITH BIBI PEKAREK

instantly! Not only is she the first ever female the big mountain legend has 

taken on a trip, she also rips heavier than many dudes we have seen, 

hiking and split-boarding through the coldest of days last winter. And the 

riding, as her part was completely filmed in Austria! With some truly 

sickening steep faces it’s not exactly the kind of movie that makes you 

wanna jump into your boots and go riding, but it’s most certainly the 

Definitely makes you want to work out more to get your legs in shape for a 

bit of hiking this winter, because the stunning backdrops featured in 

Further are not found near any resort... 

For freeriders as the rest will miss the other facets of 

EUROTIC BY LIPSTICK PRODUCTIONS

has gathered the crème de la crème of the female European ridership 

for a fun answer to all the big player blockbuster productions. And a 

fun one it surely is, showcasing what it’s like when girls like Ana 

Rumiha (who co-produced despite her natural attraction to chaos), 

on go riding together and have the time of their lives on the mountain. 

A bit more seriousness wouldn’t have hurt if you ask us (and cutting 

some of the less banging shots), which would not only shorten the 

slight over-length a bit but would also make it a stronger stand against 

the US representatives of female snowboarding. But with some super 

cool footage from Helsinki, Iceland and Macedonia it’s still definitely 

worth a watch and chances are it will make you want to get out there 

yourself to replicate some of the tricks and jibs. And in fairness the 

Enni Rukajärvi and Sina Candrian and France’s Margot Rozies section 

at the end are all top level.  

Watch the teaser on coolermag.com/tag/eurotic 

and keep your eyes peeled for the full movie 

dropping bit by bit over the winter

Combining all the best Euro shredders but a little 

too much goodness at once

 Wanna see more? Head over to coolermag,com/tag/movie-re-

views for teasers of the above, plus our take on the rest of the 

snowboard movie landscape this winter with all the big ass players 

such as Absinthe Films and Pirates Movie Productions but also a 

bunch of team movies like Burton’s 13, DC’s Must Be Nice and so 

forth...

*****
MUST 

WATCH

***
MUST 

WATCH

****
MUST 

WATCH
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